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Abstract
Machine learning has previously been applied successfully to
speech-driven facial animation. To account for carry-over and
anticipatory coarticulation a common approach is to predict
the facial pose using a symmetric window of acoustic speech
that includes both past and future context. Using future con-
text limits this approach for animating the faces of characters
in real-time and networked applications, such as online gam-
ing. An acceptable latency for conversational speech is 200ms
and typically network transmission times will consume a signif-
icant part of this. Consequently, we consider asymmetric win-
dows by investigating the extent to which decreasing the future
context effects the quality of predicted animation using both
deep neural networks (DNNs) and bi-directional LSTM recur-
rent neural networks (BiLSTMs). Specifically we investigate
future contexts from 170ms (fully-symmetric) to 0ms (fully-
asymmetric). We find that a BiLSTM trained using 70ms of fu-
ture context is able to predict facial motion of equivalent quality
as a DNN trained with 170ms, while introducing increased pro-
cessing time of only 5ms. Subjective tests using the BiLSTM
show that reducing the future context from 170ms to 50ms does
not significantly decrease perceived realism. Below 50ms, the
perceived realism begins to deteriorate, generating a trade-off
between realism and latency.
Index Terms: Real-time speech animation, automatic lip sync.

1. Introduction
Speech animation (or lip sync) is the process of moving the
face of a digital character in sync with speech and is an es-
sential component of animated television shows, movies and
computer games. Online multi-player games, such as Call of
Duty or Overwatch, are increasingly popular and since the early
2000s, voice over IP technologies have enabled players to speak
with one another during game play. However, the facial motion
of the players’ avatars typically does not match the speech. In
2017, Cloud Imperium Games announced face over IP tech-
nology for adding life to a character’s face, but this is based
on real-time facial tracking and retargeting of the player’s face
using a webcam. Real-time speech-driven automatic facial an-
imation would enrich the gaming experience in the same way
without the requirement of a webcam. Additionally, it would
enable users to interact in Virtual Reality (VR) environments
where the face might be partially occluded, and can be used for
animating virtual assistants or for animating the voice during a
telephone call allowing hearing impaired people to lip read.

Early automatic speech animation approaches were based
on placing specific lip poses at key frames (eg. mid-points of
each phoneme), and interpolating the in-between frames. Al-
though some efforts were made to add it as a post-process [1],
these techniques typically failed to model coarticulation, result-
ing in low quality animation. Coarticulation is the influence
of neighbouring speech on the articulation of a sound, both vi-
sually and acoustically. At a particular time t, the articulator

position is a complex interaction between the target sound at t,
the events leading up to t (carry-over coarticulation), and those
following t (anticipatory coarticulation). It is essential that both
coarticulatory effects are modelled for realistic speech anima-
tion. The challenge addressed in this work lies in how to incor-
porate anticipatory coarticulation in real-time animation frame-
works.

An early real-time solution [2] sampled visual parameters
for given acoustic parameters from a joint audio-visual proba-
bility distribution, but did not account for coarticulation. More
recent solutions have been based on deep learning, which is well
suited to this problem due to its ability to learn complex rela-
tionships. Networks are commonly trained to estimate the facial
pose from a window of speech that contains both past and future
acoustic context using either sliding windows [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9],
or by introducing a time delay [10]. Thus, to output the facial
configuration at time t, a window of audio speech surrounding
this is required. The rationale behind including past and future
speech is to model the effect of both carry-over and anticipatory
coarticulation. However, including future context limits many
of these approaches to non-real-time graphics applications.

For close to real-time performance, Hong et al. [5] used a
200ms window of audio features centred at time t, introducing
a latency of 100ms. Pham et al. [11] computed input speech
parameters over fully-asymmetric windows spanning 96ms of
past context and no future context. They commented that their
model performed reasonably, which might be due to its inability
to learn anticipatory coarticulation. Suwajanakorn et al. [10]
discovered that, given a temporal delay of less than 200ms, a
unidirectional LSTM generated poor quality lip sync. Karras et
al. [7] observed that they were able to use a future context of
100ms with minor degradation to animation quality. The goal
of our work is to look deeper into this effect. Specifically we
set out to answer the following questions:
• How much future context is needed for high quality speech-

driven facial animation?
• Does the chosen model architecture effect how much future

context is needed?
• What trade-offs are required through varying future contexts

in terms of the overall latency and the resulting realism?
We experiment with deep neural networks (DNNs) and bi-

directional long short term memory models (BiLSTMs) to min-
imise the amount of future speech context necessary for pre-
dicting realistic facial motion. We evaluate both objectively and
subjectively and discuss the trade-off between animation qual-
ity and processing time.

2. Real-time Considerations
Automatic speech animation in film and television can be cre-
ated off-line and has no real-time constraints. This allows broad
windows of acoustic features to be included when predicting the
facial motion. However, for applications that require real-time
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animation, minimising delay is crucial and this imposes con-
straints on the amount of future audio context that can be used.
A number of studies have investigated the effect of delay in real-
time applications, such as the ITU G.114 recommendations on
transmission quality for telephony which concludes that delays
up to 200ms leave users ‘very satisfied’ while delays from 200-
300ms leave users ‘satisfied’ [12].

When animating a character’s face in real-time for online
gaming, the time taken from capturing the audio of the player
(source) to generating the animated facial movements on the re-
mote players’ (destination) devices is the sum of a number of
delays, which broadly comprises future audio look-ahead, net-
work latency (source–server–destination), processing time for
speech animation prediction and rendering time.

The animation prediction processing time depends on fac-
tors such as the number of audio frames, the algorithm and pro-
cessor, and as a guide, the baseline system in Section 4.1, re-
quires 0.5ms. Rendering time also depends on various factors,
such as scene complexity and available hardware and introduces
delay less than the frame rate. Network latency is dependent on
the network infrastructure and the distances between the source,
server and destination, with a simple estimate being to assume
10µs per mile. For intra-continental routes delays may be up to
30ms, while for inter-continental routes, delays can increase to
around 60ms. Additional factors such as the amount of traffic
and route taken, introduces variation, or jitter, that can add a
further 50% to the network delay.

Ideally, the sum of these delays should be sufficiently small
so that users remain very satisfied with the latency of the system
(no longer than 200ms). This is unlikely to be achievable with
existing methods that require future contexts of, for example,
200ms [10], which leaves insufficient time for processing and
network latency. This therefore leads to a trade-off between the
overall latency and the realism of the animation, both of which
are dependent on the amount of future context.

3. Feature Extraction
Automatic speech animation is a mapping from audio to vi-
sual speech, or their respective parameterisations. An effective
visual parameterisation must encode the speaker’s facial pose,
while the audio parameters must contain information regarding
the acoustic speech content.

3.1. Visual Parameterisation

The visual feature extraction used in this work follows that
of [13]. We begin with a set of 34 2D vertices that define a
mesh demarcating the contours of the lips, jaw and nostrils. An
active appearance model (AAM) [14, 15] is used to track and
parameterise this facial region, generating a compact 47 dimen-
sional vector, yt, that encodes both the position and appearance
of the jaw area in each frame of the video.

3.2. Acoustic Parameterisation

Given their success in many audio-visual systems, mel fre-
quency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) are used in this work
and follow the method in [6]. These are computed from 20ms
frames of speech taken every 10ms. A Hamming window is
applied to the frame and the power spectrum computed. A 40
channel mel-filterbank, log operation and discrete cosine trans-
form are subsequently applied before truncating to the first 25
coefficients to give the acoustic feature vectors, xt.

Figure 1: Audio and visual feature alignment and windowing.
The 20ms hamming windowed audio segments with 10ms shift
that are used to calculate MFCCs are shown.

3.3. Audio-visual Alignment and Windowing

Input acoustic windows, X = [xt−K
p
a
, . . . ,x

t+K
f
a
], are

formed from MFCC vectors with past contexts of Kp
a vectors

and future contexts of Kf
a vectors. These are mapped to output

visual windows, Y = [yt−K
p
v
, . . . ,y

t+K
f
v
], with Kp

v and Kf
v

past and future visual feature vectors. X and Y are aligned at t
as illustrated in Figure 1.

Most implementations consider only fully symmetric
acoustic windows, such that Kp

a=Kf
a . For real-time applica-

tions, the amount of future context (Kf
a ) affects the input delay

required for model prediction, whereas past context (Kp
a ) has

no impact (other than processing time). Therefore, we explore
asymmetric windows by reducing Kf

a while keeping Kp
a fixed.

4. Model Architectures
We propose using machine learning techniques to predict fa-
cial motion given only acoustic speech for generating realis-
tic animation. Specifically, we implement a feed-forward deep
neural network (DNN) and compare this with a bi-directional
long short-term memory model (BiLSTM) for learning speech
related facial motions. Each model is trained to learn the map-
ping from a window of acoustic features, X, to a window of
visual features, Y.

4.1. Feed-forward DNN

As a baseline we use the sliding window DNN approach de-
scribed in [6]. This system comprises a feed-forward model
consisting of 3 hidden dense layers with 2000 rectified linear
units (ReLU) [16], and linear output layer. The DNN takes
a stacked full window of acoustic features as input X̂t =
[xt−K

p
a
; ...;x

t+K
f
a
] (with stacking function ‘;’), and predicts

a stacked output Ŷt = [yt−K
p
v
; ...;y

t+K
f
v
].

Smooth animation trajectories are generated by first reshap-
ing Ŷt into a ωv × c matrix, Ỹt, where c are the number of vi-
sual coefficients and ωv = (Kp

v + 1+Kf
v ), the visual window

width, before overlapping and averaging the predicted subse-
quences:

Y̌t =
1

ωv

ωv−1∑

k=0

ỹ
(t−K

p
v+k),(t+K

f
v−k)

(1)

where ỹt,j is the jth column from the prediction Ỹt, at time
t. An output comprising only the central visual vector (i.e.
Kp

v = Kf
v = 0) was considered in preliminary tests but this

underperfomed a stacked and smoothed output.
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4.2. Bi-directional LSTM

We propose extending the DNN implementation by using bi-
directional LSTM models (BiLSTM), which have shown im-
provements in other speech processing fields such as recogni-
tion [17, 18] and TTS synthesis [19], and model the tempo-
ral structure found within speech. BiLSTMs process context
windows in both forward and backward directions, enabling the
model to learn both carry-over and anticipatory coarticulation.
This network comprises 2 pairs of recurrent forward and back-
ward layers, each consisting of 256 LSTM cells with peephole
connections [20] such that pair hn = [hn ; hn ], followed by a
single 2000 ReLU dense layer and a linear output layer.

The first LSTM pair, h1, traverses the full context window:

h1 , h1 = [xt−K
p
a
, ...,x

t+K
f
a
] (2)

whereas the second LSTM pair, h2, stops traversing after reach-
ing h1

t in both forward and backward directions:

h2 = [h1
t−K

p
a
, ...,h1

t ], h2 = [h1
t , ...,h

1

t+K
f
a
] (3)

Only the final output from h2, representative of the audio-visual
alignment at t, is passed through the remaining network. The
network output is equivalent to that of the DNN, and the same
overlap and average steps are applied as a post-process (Eq. 1).

5. Experimental Set-up
A set of experiments are described which investigate the effect
of future context on accuracy of the predicted visual features,
and on perceived realism of the resulting speech animation. The
KB-2k audiovisual speech dataset [13] was used for experimen-
tation and comprises an American male uttering ≈2100 pho-
netically balanced sentences in a neutral style. The audio is
sampled at 48kHz while the video is captured at 29.97fps. Sen-
tences were randomly split into training, validation and test sets
containing 1884, 100 and 100 sentences respectively.

5.1. Model Training

Both the DNN and BiLSTM outlined in Section 4 were
implemented within the Lasagne framework [21] with the
Theano [22] back-end. Input data was z-score normalised
and grouped into minibatches of 256. To prevent overfitting,
dropout of 0.5 was added between all layers across both mod-
els and early stopping [23] was used when the validation score
did not improve after 5 epochs. To speed convergence, batch
normalisation was used for all dense layers [24]. Training used
backpropagation with the Adam optimiser [25] with a learning
rate of 0.0001 and 0.001 for the DNN and BiLSTM respectively,
minimising the mean-squared error (MSE) loss function.

Using a 16 core 2.6GHz Tesla K40 GPU, the DNN takes
0.5ms to make 100 predictions given a window of 340ms of
acoustic speech, whereas the BiLSTM takes 5ms. Shorter win-
dows require less processing time to produce a prediction.

5.2. Objective Tests

We first examine the effect of future context on the accuracy of
the predicted visual features. The study in [6] found that a sym-
metric acoustic context window of 340ms (Kp

a = 16, Kf
a = 16

MFCC vectors) produced high quality animation, providing the
initial window size for our tests. Our experiments use a fixed
past context of 170ms (Kp

a = 16 MFCC vectors) while future
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Figure 2: a) Mean squared error and b) correlation of predicted
and ground truth visual features for increasing future contexts.

contexts are varied from 0ms to 170ms (Kf
a = −1 to 16 MFCC

vectors). For each combination of Kp
a and Kf

a , both DNN and
BiLSTM models are trained, and the mean square error (MSE)
and correlation coefficient (CC) of the predicted visual param-
eter vectors for the test set are measured and shown in Figure
2 along with standard error bars. These show that as future
context is reduced, the resulting visual feature predictions de-
teriorate, albeit slowly at first. Reducing future context from
170ms to around 80ms has a small effect, while the impact of
further reductions is more severe. The results also show that,
for a given future context, the BiLSTM is substantially more
effective in predicting visual features than the DNN. This result
can also be considered in terms of reducing future context de-
lay. The BiLSTM with just 70ms of future context is able to
match the performance of the DNN with 170ms of future con-
text, thereby reducing the latency by 100ms.

5.3. Subjective Experiments

While objective measures provide an indication of performance,
they are not necessarily consistent with the perceived realism of
the animation. A subject-based experiment is therefore also per-
formed to determine the effect that varying future context has on
the realism of the predicted facial motion. We randomly select
10 sentences from the test partition of the dataset for experi-
mentation.

Since the BiLSTM significantly outperformed the DNN in
objective experiments, subjective tests compare only BiLSTM
animations using future contexts of Kf

a = 2, 4, 7, 10, 16 which
is equivalent to durations of 30, 50, 80, 110 and 170ms. All 10
test sentences were rendered in each of the 5 conditions and also
with the ground truth (GT) visual features as a baseline, gener-
ating 60 clips in total. Each clip was presented in a randomised
order to participants who were asked ‘Do you think this is real
or animated lip motion?’. The participants were offered the op-
tions ‘Real’ or ’Animated’. The experiment was performed us-
ing a web interface and participants were recruited by sharing
the URL on social media. The first five responses from each
of the 79 participants were ignored to allow for familiarisation
with the task, leaving an average of 62 votes per clip.

Figure 3 shows the mean perceived realism (MPR) for each
future context (red) and for ground truth (black) with one stan-
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Figure 3: Mean perceived realism (MPR) of animated sentences
generated from a BiLSTM with various future contexts. MPR of
ground truth (GT) animations shown as reference.
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Figure 4: MPR of each sentence and condition.

dard error from the mean (error bars and grey region). The
MPR is the mean realism rating over all participants and test
sentences, and is computed as the number of ‘Real’ votes di-
vided by the total number of votes for each condition. We ob-
serve that only 70% of the ground truth animations are consid-
ered real which we attribute to rendering artefacts (eg. inner
mouth blurring) introduced by reconstructing images from the
visual features. Additionally, the rendered jaw was not compos-
ited onto a full face image, rather it was presented in isolation,
which may also have been distracting to participants.

As would be expected, highest MPR is achieved with the
largest future context of 170ms which was perceived as real
59% of the time — 11% lower than the ground truth condition.
Shortening the future context to 110ms has no effect on realism
but values less than this do cause a reduction. With 30ms look-
ahead the animation is only perceived as realistic 39% of the
time. A paired t-test finds that increasing the future context from
30ms to 50ms gives a significant increase in MPR (p = 0.03).
Extending the context to 80, 110 and 170ms produces a con-
siderable, but not significant increase in MPR compared to the
50ms responses (p = 0.11, 0.08, 0.15 respectively).

Figure 4 shows the MPR per test sentence. Clearly, the per-
ceived realism is dependent on the speech content of the sen-
tence. The model generates animation with MPR very close to
ground truth in most cases, but performs poorly on sentence 2.
The first predicted visual parameter for sentence 2 with 170ms
of future context can be seen in Figure 5a. This sentence corre-
sponds to the audio “Oh he’ll be a plumber, came the answer”.
In contrast, Figure 5b shows the first visual parameter for sen-
tence 3 with just 30ms, which has high MPR, and corresponds
to the speech “Does Hindu ideology honour cows?”.

Both predicted trajectories follow closely the curve of the
ground truth trajectories, but fail to reach targets in certain re-
gions highlighted in green. Sentence 2 contains multiple frontal
consonants to which viewers are highly sensitive, such as the
bilabial consonants in the words be (frame 12) and came (frame
39). We observe under-articulated lip closures at these frames,
which could have made the entire sentence appear implausible.
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Figure 5: First dimension of predicted (red) and ground truth
(black) visual parameters generated using a BiLSTM for (a) test
sentence 2 with 170ms of future context and (b) sentence 3 with
30ms. The corresponding phoneme labels are shown above.

Sentence 3 contains fewer frontal sounds, making it less suscep-
tible to this effect. We expect the MPR to vary across sentences
since the forward reach of anticipatory coarticulation has been
found to be dependent on the speech context, and can extend
beyond 200ms in certain cases [26].

6. Conclusion
The aim of this work has been to explore the trade-off between
animation realism and overall latency within a real-time appli-
cation such as online gaming. The quality of animation has been
shown to be related to both the model architecture and the fu-
ture acoustic context from which visual feature predictions are
made. The BiLSTM was found to be significantly better than a
DNN, the benefit of which can be used either to reduce errors
in prediction or to allow future context to be reduced. Analysis
looking specifically at the effect of future context showed that a
reduction from 170ms to 110ms has no effect on realism, while
reducing to 80ms has a small effect.

Given that the dominant delays with online gaming appli-
cations are the future context and network latency it is required
that these together should be no more than the desired overall
delay. The ITU G.114 recommendation indicates no reduction
in user satisfaction for delays below 200ms. Taking this as a
target delay, and assuming a worst case delay of 100ms for net-
work transmission and prediction processing time, this allows
100ms of future context which has been shown to cause no per-
ceptual reduction in realism. In situations where network la-
tencies are longer, the same overall latency can be achieved by
reducing future context although it is likely that realism will
degrade. Similarly, if a shorter overall delay is required, again
future context can be reduced albeit with a degradation of real-
ism. This highlights the inter-relationship between realism and
overall latency, both of which are affected by the future context.
The specific choice of the future context is therefore dependent
on factors such as the network latency, the overall latency target
and the level of realism required in the animation.
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